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declarations, but of the accuracy of their memory, and that the declara-
tions contain a real expression of the intention of the deceased.'1
The requirement that declarations should contain 'a real ex-
pression of intention' deserves emphasis, for it only too fre-
quently happens that they cannot be taken at their face value.
They may be interested statements designed to flatter or to
deceive the hearer; they may represent nothing more than vain
expectations unlikely to be fulfilled; and the very facility with
which they can be made requires their sincerity to be mani-
fested by some active step taken in furtherance of the expressed
intention.2
'Declarations as to intention', said Lord Buckmaster, 'are rightly
regarded in determining the question of a change of domicil, but they
must be examined by considering the person to whom, the purposes
for which and the circumstances in which they are made, and they
must further be fortified and carried into effect by conduct and action
consistent with the declared expression.'*
Even lower in the scale of values is evidence given in the
course of the trial by the de cujus himself, not of his past
declarations, but of his past intention. This must be accepted
with very considerable reserve, for on such a personal issue as
his own place of domicil he is under a bias that is likely to
influence his mind, perhaps even his veracity.4
In at least two respects, motive in the sense of the antecedent Motive
desire which determines the will to act5 is one of the indicia
of the intention requisite for the acquisition of a domicil of
choice. First, it may throw light upon the question whether the
removal to another country was intended to be permanent. It
will serve, for instance, to contrast the case of a man who flees
to England to escape political persecution in his own coun-
try with that of a retired officer who goes to Jersey to avoid
heavy taxation. Secondly, it may provide a means of testing the
1 Hodgson v. De Beauchesne (1858), 12 Moo P.C, 285, 325; In re Liddell-
Grainger's Will Trusts, [1936] 3 All E.R. 173.
* 'The courts naturally are disposed to give less weight to that sort of declara-
tion- than to the acts of the testator*, Drevon v. Drevon (1864), 34 LJ. (n.s.)
Ch. 129, 131, per Kindersley V.C.
3	Rns v. Ross, [1930] A.C. i, 6. In several cases even written declarations have
been disregarded: In re Martin, [1900] P. 211 (declaration in mortgage deed);
In re Liddell-Grainger's Trusts, [1936] 3 All E.R. 173 (declaration in a will);
Wahlv. A.-G* (1932), 147 L.T. 382 (declaration in naturalization papers).
4	Bell v. Kennedy (i 868), L.R. r Sc. & Div. 307, 313; I# re Graigtiish, [1892]
3Ch. 180,190.
5	Markby, Element of Law* S. 216, p. 1x8.

